Zacchaeus  Luke 19:1-10

Word Search
Score out words from the list below. The words can be across, down, diagonal and even backwards but only in a straight line.

Zacchaeus, Publican, Small, Greedy, Jericho, Jesus, Rich, Tree, House, Restore, Salvation, Crowds, Change, Poor.

T N A C I L B U P R
E Z S I A R W C F E
S M A L L I P R W S
U E L C R C P O G T
O G V J C H S W O O
H N A E R H O D U R
O A T R E E A S I E
U H I I G R E E D Y
S C O D R I C K U A
R A N O E J E S U S

Verse Discovery
De-Code the symbols to reveal a Bible verse to do with the story of Zacchaeus.
Tip: Use a pencil first.

De-Code:

A=← B=↑ C=↓ D=← E=↑
F=↓ G=↓ H=↑ I=⇒ J=↑
K=↓ L=∪ M=∪ N=↓ O=○
P=○ Q=○ R=○ S=← T=↑
U=← V=← W=← X={ Y=}
Z=Ω

Spot the Difference
There are ten differences to spot. Can you spot them all?

Story Questions
1. What do you think made Zacchaeus unpopular?
   ____________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________

2. Give one reason why you think Zacchaeus climbed up a tree to see Jesus?
   ____________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________

3. What did Zacchaeus promise to do when he put his trust in the Lord Jesus?
   ____________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________
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What did Zacchaeus do to see Jesus?

Can you help Zacchaeus get to the Sycamore tree?